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SOLUTIONS TO THE CUBIC SCHRDINGER EQUATION BY THE
INVERSE SCATFERING METHOD*
AMY COHENf AND THOMAS KAPPELER$
Abstract. Weak solutions to the cubic Schr6dinger equation are constructed by the inverse scattering
method for a large class of initial data u0 such that (l+lxl’)uoLl(R)fqLZ(R) and uoH’(R) for an a
with < a < 1/2. These solutions are shown to evolve in L2(R) f’) L4(). This construction is valid, in particular,
if the initial data is the characteristic function on an interval of length not an odd multiple of r/2.
Key words, cubic Schr/Sdinger equation, inverse scattering method
AMS(MOS) subject classification. 35Q20
1. Introduction and summary. We consider the initial value problem for the cubic
Schr/Sdinger equation
(1.1) iut+1/2Uxx+lUl2U--O for x ,
(1.2) u(x, O) Uo(X).
This initial value problem has been considered by many authors, for example [GV],
[HNT1, 2], [K], IT1, 2], to cite only a few. Recently in IT2], Tsutsumi proved by
functional analytic methods that for Uo L2() there exists a solution u(x, t) of (1.1),
(1.2) evolving in L([0, T], L2([) 0 L4([)). It follows from results of Kato [K] that
this solution is unique in this space.
On the other hand, Zakharov and Shabat [ZS] developed a representation theorem
for smooth solutions of (1.1), (1.2) by the Marachenko-type inverse scattering method.
Tanaka [Ta] used their method to construct solutions evolving in Schwartz class,
provided that Uo was of Schwartz class.
The purpose of this paper is to generalize Tanaka’s results in order to construct,
by the inverse scattering method, a large class of the solutions obtained by Tsutsumi
IT2]. The inverse scattering representation is important because it reveals the soliton
structure of the solutions and provides a method for the rigorous analysis of the
long-time asymptotics of the solutions. We intend in a subsequent paper to analyze,
in particular, the asymptotics of solutions evolving from box-shaped initial potentials.
In this paper a continuous map t- u(., t) from [0, T] into Loc is said to be a
weak solution of (1.1), (1.2) if for all q in C([0, T]x), with compact support in
(o, r),
(1.3) u(x, t){iqt(x, t)+1/2q(x, t)+lu(x t)[2qg(x, t)} dxdt=O,
and if
u(.,t)->Uo(.) inLoc() ast->0+.
In this paper we prove the following.
THEOREM. Suppose there is an a with 1/4 < a < 1/2 such that
(14-Ixl)uo(x) t() f3 t2(),
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Uo the Sobolev space H’, and Uo meets the technical assumption (2.12). Then the inverse
scattering method produces a weak solution of (1.1), (1.2) evolving in L2(R)fq L4(R).
Remark. It follows from the uniqueness theorem of Kato [K] that the constructed
solution is unique within the space L2(R)f3 L4(R), and coincides with the solution
constructed by Tsutsumi IT2]. In particular it follows that
is preserved in time.
The method of analysis applied by Zakharov and Shabat [ZS] to (1.1), (1.2) is
analogous to the inverse scattering analysis introduced by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal,
and Miura [GGKM] for the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Zakharov and Shabat
associate (1.1) with the scattering problem
(1.4) 0 -1 xx-i u*
They showed that if u(x, t) solves (1.1) and u(., t) is of Schwartz class for each t,
then the "scattering data" of (1.4) evolve according to certain linear first-order ordinary
differential equations in t. They showed further that for > 0, u(x, t) could be represen-
ted in terms of the scattering data at time t, and thus in terms of the initial scattering
data which came from u(x, t) at 0. In particular,
u(x,t):-B+l(X,O,t),
where B/l(X, y, t) solves the Marchenko equation
B+(x,y, t)+ *+(x+y+z, t) D.+(x+z+w, t)B+(x, w, t) dwdz
(1.5)
+fl*+(x+ y, t)=O fory>=0.
The kernel fl+(s, t) is the sum of the inverse Fourier transform of the reflection
coefficient at time t, and some linear combinations of products of the form s e-2imnJ)s,
where the Tj are the poles of the transmission coefficient.
Let us also point out that it would be possible to use the reformulation of inverse
scattering due to Beals and Coifman [BC1], [BC2] in terms of the 0-bar operator and
the Riemann-Hilbert problem. While they consider the case of simple poles in the
transmission coefficient, their formalism has been extended subsequently to higher
order poles, cf. [SZ].
In 2 we analyze the forward scattering theory of (1.4) for general u Uo
LI() f-)L2(), introducing the necessary added hypothesis as (2.12). The assumption
(2.12) is needed to guarantee that the transmission coefficient as defined in 2 has a
finite number of poles and that none of them are on the real axis. In 3 we discuss
the time evolution of "scattering data at t>0." The definitions are suggested by
Zakharov and Shabat [ZS] and by Tanaka [Ta]. In 4 we solve the Marchenko equation
(1.5) and begin to analyze u(x, t):= -Bl+(X, O, t). In 5 we treat the inverse scattering
problem on the full line, and show that, under the assumption of the theorem, u evolves
in L2f) L4. In 6 we show that this u(x, t) is a weak solution of (1.1), (1.2). In 7 we
compute the scattering data associated with a Uo in (1.4), where u0 is the characteristic
function of an interval and analyze the solution to (1.1), (1.2) in that case.
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Notational conventions. [l" denotes the norm in L2(R+); I1" [lop the operator norm
on L2(R+). Other norms are noted explicitly, e.g., Ilfll)or Ilfll(+).
LP(+c) {f:f LP([a, )) for all finite a},
C() {f: f is a bounded continuous function on },
H+ is the Hardy space; {f L2() [f] has suppo in +}.
The Fourier transform and its inverse ff- are taken in the form
[g](,) f g(x) e-’e dx and -l[g](x)= f g(,) e+:’X
2. The foard scattering problem. The scattering problem associated with the
cubic Schr6dinger equation is
(2.1)
-i u* =*’
where has components , 2, and ff C. In general, we assume only that
(2.2) u L() L2().
The purpose of this section is to define the Jost functions and the scattering data of
(2.1) and to obtain the fundamental integral equation relating them.
The Jost functions for (2.1) are the solutions + and
_
of (2.1) for Im (if)>0
such that
The existence of the Jost functions for all ff with Im (if) 0 and their key propeaies
are established in the Lemmas 2.1-2.7 below.
The scattering coecients, a+() and b+(), are defined for real by
(2.3) _(x, )= a+()$(x, )+ b+()ff+(x, ),
where for any 2-vector , v denotes the transpose of [v,-v]. Similarly, the
coecients a_ and b_ are determined by the relation
+(x, )= a_()(x, )+ b_()_(x, ).
The formal reflection and transmission coecients, r+() and t+(), are defined by
r+()=b+()/a+() and t+()=l/a+().
In Theorem 2.11 we will prove that if u L() L2() and u meets (2.12), then
r+L2()ocb() and r+()0 as . This theorem will also tell how weak
regularity of u gives some decay in r+ and how decay in u gives some weak regularity
in r+. Next, the analysis of the zeros of a+ leads to the definition of the full set of
scattering data associated to u. Finally, we derive the fundamental integral equations,
or Marchenko equations, which relate the Jost functions and the scattering data.
Construction of the Jost functions. For Im (if) 0, + must satisfy the system
io.+(x, )- iu(x).+(x, )= +(x, ),
(2.4)
-i.+(x, )- iu*(x)+(x, )= C+(x, ),
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with the boundary conditions
’tI/’+l(X )’" 0 as x- +,
+2(x, ’)’" eix as x +o.
Similarly,
_
must satisfy the system
iOxaIt_l(X, )- iu(x)_2(x, ’)= ’-l(X, ’),(2.5)
-iO,_2(x, )- iu*(x)_,(x, )= ’-2(x,
with the boundary conditions
_,(x, ).-- ei’ as x
-* -,
-2(x, st) 0 as x
-
-c.
Now write
We get
(2.6)
(2.7)
m+j(x, ) e-’C;+j(x, ) forj 1, 2.
Similarly, putting
’
(x, ’) forj= 1 2,m_(x, )= e
__
we get
(2.8)
(2.9)
m_l(X, )= 1- u(y) u*(z)m_,(z, ) e:z’(y-z) dz dy,
m_2(x, )=- u*(y) e2ir(x-y) dy
u*(y) ei-y) u(z)m_2(z, ) dz dy.
Because (2.8) and (2.9) are similar to (2.6) and (2.7), it suffices to study (2.6) and
(2.7). Here we introduce the maps T and T2, defined by the formulas
Tl[g](x, )= u(y) e2’(y-) g(z, )u*(z) dx dy,
r[g](x, u*(y) g(, ) e(-’u(z ,
in the appropriate spaces defined below. Let
:= {" Im () > 0} and N := {: Im () e 0}.
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For each real Xo let Exo denote the space of functions f: [Xo, +oo)x H- C such that
(E.1) x>=xo,f(x, is continuous on H and analytic on H;
(E.2) The map x -->f(x,. is bounded and continuous from [Xo, +oo) into the
Hardy space H2+"
(E.3) The map x ,---’,f(x,. is bounded and continuous from [Xo, +c) into cb();
(E.4) The map
"
--f( , ’) is bounded and continuous from fi into Cb([Xo, +oo));
(E.5) f(x, ) 0 uniformly in x >-- Xo as real :--> +oo.
Now (2.6) and (2.7) take the form
(2.10)
(2.)
Thus, formally,
and
(1 + T1)[m+l](X, )=- e2iC(y-x)u(y) dy,
(I + T:)[m+2](x, st) 1.
m+l-- Z (-T1)n[g,],
n0
where g(x, ) :=- e2iC;(Y-X)u(y) dy,
m+2 Z (-T2)"[g], where g2(x, ):= 1.
rl=0
The next lemmas show that m+l and m+2 exist in Exo. Their proofs consist of extensive,
but straightforward, analysis using the definitions of m+ and m+2.
LEMMA 2.1. Keep Xo fixed. Assume that u LI() L2(). Then
(i) T2[g2] Eo.
(ii) If u is also in the Sobolev space H() with 0< a <, then
IlT:[gd(x, ) L2()
for all x xo, with L2-norms uniformly bounded for x Xo.
(iii) lfxu(x)L2() for 0< <, then
T2[g2](x, H()
for all x Xo, with H-norms uniformly bounded for x Xo.
LZMM 2.2. Recall that g(x, ) = e2iY-)u(y) dy. Assume that u L L.(i) For each Xo, g E.
(ii) If also u H with 0 < < , then Il%(x, < uniformly in
XXo.
(iii) If lslu(s) L2 with 0<<, then g(x, ) H uniformly in XXo.
LZMM 2.3. Assume u L() L2(). ck Xo in .
(i) Iff E, then T2f E.
(ii) Ifalso ]Clef(x, ) L2(- < <) uniformlyforx Xo, then I1 (T=f)(x,
L2(-< <) uniformly for x Xo.
(iii) Ifalsof(x, ) H() uniformlyforxxo andxu(x) L(), and 0< a < 1,
then T2f(x, H () uniformly for x Xo.
LMM 2.4. Fix Xo in . Assume that u LI() L2().
(i) Iff E, then T(f) E.
(ii) Ifalso f(x, ) L() uniformly in x Xo and 0< < , then "T(f)(x, )
L2() uniformly in x Xo.
(iii) If also f(x, H() uniformly in x Xo and xu(x) L(), then
T(f)(x, H() uniformly in x Xo.
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let Xo R. Assume that u LI(R) f) L2([).
(i) There is a function m+2(x, ) such that
m+2(x, )- 1 Eo, and
(I+ T2)[m+E -1] T2[1],
whence m+2 solves (2.7) and (2.11).
(ii) If, in addition, uH() with 0<a<1/2, then for all n>-l,
Co.2n-2I]:V[1](x, ) L2(I) (x)/ (2n 2) I,
where
Thus
and tr(x) lu(s)l as.
where
whence
IlCT[m+z](x, )lle(, 2 IlCr[1](x, )11 C e(x).
(iii) If u H and (l +[xl)u(x) Ll()fq L2() with 0<a<1/2, then
T[1](x,. )lln --<_ 2"Ktz2"-l(x)/(2n 1)!,
K II(1 +IYI)u(y)IIL<) and /x(x)= (l+lsl)lu(s)l as,
IIT:[m+)](x, )11. <- Z [[T[1](x, )ll.<=2/Ke).
nl
Remark 2.6. The analogous results hold for m+l and T. These lemmas yield the
following theorem.
THEOREM 2.7. Assume u LI(R)f’)L:(). Consider the functions m+(x, ) and
m+:(x, ) defined above. For any Xo in
(i) T,[m+l](X, ) E; r2[m+2](x, ) E.
(ii) If in addition, uH() and O<a <, then for each x with XXo,
"T,[m+l](X, ) L2(); T2[m+2](x, ) L2()
with L2-norms uniformly bounded for x Xo.
(iii) If in addition, u H and xu(x) LI() L2() with 0< a <, then
Tl[m+l](X )e H(); T2[m+2](x, )H()
with H-norms uniform& bounded in x Xo.
Similar arguments are used to construct the left-side Jost functions _(x, () and
_2(& ). By analogy with E we define spaces E< on left half-lines and operators
T-l[f](x,):=ffu(y)[u*(z)f(z,)e2iCY-Z)dzdy,
T-2[f](x, ) := If u*(y) e2iC(x-Y) ff u(z)f(z, ) dz dy.
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We then construct the solutions m_ and m_2 of the equations
(I+T_l)m_l(X,)=l,
(I + T_:z)m_:z(x, ):- f’ u*(y) e:zic()c-y) dy.
This finally gives the Jost function q,_(x, ’) the form
Ifi_(X, )=[ I]/-I(X’ )] =eiX[ m-l(x’@-2(x, ’) m_2(x, )
COROLLARY 2.8. The analogue of Theorem 2.7 holds for m-1 and m-2.
The scattering data, definitions, and properties. There are three components to the
scattering data associated to a potential u in (1.4). The first is the reflection coefficient
r+, which has already been defined. The second is the set of zeros of a+(’) in , or,
equivalently, the set of poles of the transmission coefficient t+()= 1/a+(sr). The third
is the set of normalizing chains, which we will define below.
Since a+(’) is equal to the Wronskian W[_, +], it is continuous in and
analytic in . Following Tanaka in 2 of [Ta], we see that a+(’)- 1 as ]]- oo in H,
and we make the technical assumption mentioned in the Introduction, namely,
(2.12) for all real :, a+() 0.
Observe that condition (2.12) is satisfied for u 0, just as a+(:)= 1 in this case. Note
that for : fixed in R, a+() is a real analytic function of Re (u) and Im (u). Therefore,
for a given in R, the condition a+(:) 0 is satisfied generically. It is not likely that
the stronger condition (2.12) is generic.
It follows that the set of zeros of a+(’) in H is finite; enumerate them as
, ,..., .
By convention, J=0 will mean that a/ has no zeros in H. Let m(j) denote the
multiplicity of the jth zero of a/ in .
The normalization chains c and cj- relate the Jost functions /(x, j) and
xlt_(x, j). To define these chains, we give a simpler version of Tanaka’s Theorem 2.3
in [Ta] and prove it by a more elementary argument.
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose that a+ has a zero ofmultiplicity m(j) at j in . Then there
are sequences
such that
-4- / /
c (c.i.o, c,,..., c,,,)_),
cj (C.co, c,,. c,.,()_),
C,o # O and Cj,o # O,
and, for each k with 0 <- k <- m(j)- 1,
(2.13) k--. p_(x, ’)]
(2.14) k--. [ ,+(x, sr)]
--o
c,_ [6+(x, )]
=o. c,_ [q,_(x, )]
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Furthermore, c. is related to . by the relations
+ {1 iftr=’r,(2.15) cj,_cj,_
= 0 ifit<z,
whenever 0 <= o" <=
-
<= m (j) 1.
Proof. For real : we have the relation
a+() W[,_, +].
Extend q,+, 0-, and thus a/ also, analytically to H, obtaining
a+() W[O_(x, ), d/+(x, ’)].
Since ) is a zero of order m(j) for a+(sr), we learn that for 0 <- k <- m(j)-1
0= [a+(’)]
whence
At k 0 we get, in particular,
o= w[,_(x, ), ,/(x, )],
so each of @_(x, )) and ,+(x, )) is a nonzero multiple of the other. Thus we can define
C.o by the relations
q,_ x, Co4,/ x, with cj.+o s 0,
@+(x, ) c,-o6_(x, ) with c.-o # O.
The proof now continues by induction. Assume that we have proved (2.13) and (2.14)
for all k 0, 1,. ., N, where N is less than m(j)- 1. Now
0= [a+(’)]
) k=O k
N
W[6(N+) ,t,o). y (N+ 1)v"t’+ Jlj + (N+l-k)=ok!(N+l_k)!W[O(_k), d/+
Use the induction hypothesis to get
N (N+I)’0: w[’/’ ]1+
=ok!(N+l-k)! /x=0 .I cj’k
Treat/x 0 separately from/x ->_ 1.
N (N+I)*o= w[,_"+’, ,]1+
=o k!(N+ l-k)!
_+ .,_(o) 1-W[k! c,,+ 4,/ ]
(N+I)!
+E
k=O k!(N/ l-k)! W
,,,+ ,i,(/) (N+l--k)
In the middle term use the linearity and skew symmetry of W to get
N (N+ 1)!k! + .,(N+,-k) ,)]0-" W lit(N+I)- Ek=okl(N+l_k)l’J,kv’+
+E W +
_-o k!(S+l-k)! c,_6
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Suppose we could show that the second line is zero. Then there is a nonzero Yj.N+I
such that
0(+0)(X, j)-’- j,N+I{ l]t(-N+l) N (N+I)! ..+ ..(N+I_k)/E t’j,k tF +k_-_o(N+l-k)!
Let /Cj,N+I [(N+ 1)! T,N+I]-1. Setting n N+ 1 k, we find that
(N+I)! NI 1 +I(N+I)(x, j)-- --,Cj,N+l_nl[c(+n)(x, j),
It remains to show that
N (N+I)I [__0 SeN := Y. Wk=ok!(N+l-k)! k!..+ .,.) i]/(+N+l_k) ]". t"j,k-p.tF +
Now, since the k 0 term is vacuous,
N k (N+ 1)!
=E E
k=l =l (N+ l-k)!tz!
Set k-/ for each fixed k.
N k-1 (N + 1)! + W[ 0(+k-,N=k=lZ /=0y" (N+l-k)l(k-l)’c’1.
N-1 N 1q-
=(N+I)! Y, cj,1 ,
!=o k=l+l (N+ 1-k)!(k-l)!
Let S1 denote the sum over k.
N 1
s,= E w[q,+-’ q,++’-l
k=,+l (N+ l-k)!(k-l)! gj
Note that as k runs from + 1 to N,/x := N+ 1- k runs from N- to 1, and v := k-l
runs from 1 to N-I. Thus
N-I 1
&= Z
,=1/x!(N+ 1- l-/x)!
and
s,= w[,:, q/+-’-’-’)]
=1 (N+ 1-1- v)!vt
So & =-&, whence & 0, and SeN 0.
Thus (2.13) is proved for k N+ 1 and the induction is complete. (2.14) is proved
similarly, and (2.15) follows by comparing (2.13) and (2.14).
DEFINITION. The sequences cj and c- are the normalizing chains associated to
the jth pole of T+(’). Because of (2.15), c- is determined by c.
Properties of the reflection coetlicient r+. Since W[O_(x, ), O+(x, :)] is indepen-
dent of x for real :, this independence of : persists into the upper half plane, and
a+() W[q_(x, ), q+(x, C)]lx:o
m_l(0, ’)m+2(0, r)- re+l(0, st)re_E(0, ’).
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PROPOSITION 2.10. Assume that u L2(R) f’l LI(R).
(i) a+(:)-1 Co(R), i.e., a+(:)-1 is continuous form R to C and has limit 0 as
--> +oo; a+()- 1 H2+ 71H+.
(ii) If, in addition, uH(R) for 0<a <1/2, then s(a+(s)-l) Lz(R).
(iii) If, in addition, Ixlu(x) L2(R)O LI(R) for 0< a <1/2, then a+()- 1 H(R).
Proof This can be read off from the properties of T1, T2, m+, and m_. El
Similarly, we get the expansion
b+(sr) m_l(0 ’)m+*,(0, ’)- m_2(0, sr)m+*2(0, ’),
and find the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let u L2(R) ["l LI(R). Then
(i) b+(s) L2(R) f’l Co(R);
(ii) If, in addition, u H(R) with 0<a <1/2, then b+()L2(R);
(iii) If, in addition, u H and xu(x) L2(R) f3 Ll(R) with 0<a <, then b+()
H’(R).
COROLLARY 2.12. Assume u L:() L() and u satisfies (2.12). Then
(i) r+(s) L2(R) f’) Co(R).
(ii) If, in addition, u H(R) with 0<a <1/2, then r+() L2(R).
(iii) If, in addition, u H and xu(x) L2(R) f3 LI(R) with 0<a <1/2, then r+()
H(R).
Proof Parts (i) and (ii) follow immediately from Propositions 2.11 and 2.12 since
by (2.12) a+(s) is bounded away from zero for s in .
By Theorem 10.2 of [LM, p. 58] we see that (iii) is equivalent to
r+() L2(R) and -(1+2) Ir+(:+ t)-- r+(:)l ddt <.
We already know that r+ L2. We also know that a+(s) is continuous and never zero
on R, and that a+(s)--> 1 as s-> +oo. Thus there is an M such that [a+(s)[ -1-< M for
all real s. Since b+(:) is continuous on R and goes to zero as :--> +oo, we may take M
larger if necessary to get [b+(s)] _-< M for all real s. Finally, because of Propositions
2.11 and 2.12, we know that
and
-(’+’) [a+(+t)-a+()l2 ddt<c
-(1+2) Ib+(:+ t)- b+(:)lz d# dt <.
Now
-1+2) Jr+(+t)-r+()J2 ddt
=< t_<l+. b+(+ t) b+()
2
a+(+t) a+() ddt
-(’+2)
3. The scattering data and Marchenko kernel for positive time. At 0 we have
identified the components of the scattering data associated to (1.4), where the potential
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u is the initial function Uo in the cubic Schrfdinger problem For > 0 we define
nominal scattering data, "nominal" because we do not assert that these objects really
arise as the scattering data of any potential in LI()f’l L2().
DEFINITIONS.
(3.1a) r(:, t):= r+/-(:) e +/-2i2t,
(3.1b) srj(t) := srj for 1 -<j _-< J,
(3.1c) mj)-ICj,,(t))g=o
are determined as in Tanaka’s paper [Ta] by the ordinary differential equations
d
I(Cj,+ 2jCj,g_I + Cj,g_2)dt c’"] 2
with the conventions
and the initial conditions
Tanaka remarks that
cj,_l(t)cj,_2(t)=--O
c,G(o) Cj,tx
cj,(t) e2’C,(t)
where j,(t) is a polynomial of degree /z in t. The ordinary differential equations
(3. lc) insure that the relations (2.15) for the normalizing chains persist for > 0.
Now, following Tanaka [Ta], and Zakharov and Shabat [ZS], we define
J
(3.2) a+(x, t):= F+(x, t)+ 2 fj(x, t),
j=l
where
(3.3a)
and
F+(x, t)= Tt"-1 foe r+(, t) e2i’ d
(3.3b) f+j(x, t)=-2i
,=o a+(sr)
Introduce Qj,+,(x) by the equation
Qj,+(x) e2i:j’=(-)"I(-J)m() e:2i]a+()
Similarly, we define _, F_, f_j, and Q,,.
Observe that Qj,+,(x) is a polynomial in x of degree/x, and
m(--I 1 + + e2it+2ifxQj,,(xf+j(x, t)=-2i
/x:l
,, J’m(j)-l-tx(t)
The ordinary differential equations for the normalizing chains were chosen to insure
that each f+j satisfied the partial diffeerential equation
(3.4) itot -OOxx O.
The f+j(x, t) are smooth functions of x and and decay exponentially as x
for any fixed t.
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Since r+(., t) evolves in L2([), so does F/(., t). Further, F/ satisfies the initial
value problem (3.4) with
,o(x, O)= F+(x).
Note that (3.4) differs from the linear part of the cubic Schr6dinger equation (1.1) in
the sign in front of the second space derivative.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose there is an a with 0< a < 1 such that
F+(x)Ha(R) and (l+lxl)F+(x)L=().
Then for each T with 0 < T < o,
(a) F/(x, t) L([O, T], Ha(R))
and
(b) (1 +[xl’)F+(x, t) L([0, T], L2(I)).
Proof. It suffices to prove that
(i) r+(:, t) L([0, T], H’(I))
and
(ii) (1 + Ixl)r+(, t) L([0, T], L2()).
But r+(sr, t)= r+(sc) exp (2i:2t), and thus (ii) is trivial. For (i) we must show that the
Ha-norm of r/(sr, t) is bounded uniformly in 0_<- t_-< T. Following [LM, Thm. 10.2,
p. 52] the Ha-norm of f(x) is equivalent to
L( + ds s -( dx If(x + s)-f(x)l
Clearly Ilr+(:, t)l](a)is independent of and thus it remains to prove that
ds s -(’+2’) d [r+(x + s, t)- r+(sc, t)[ 2
is uniformly bounded for 0-< _--< T. Write
fo ds s-+’ d Ir+(:+ s) exp (2i(:+ s)t) r+(,) exp (2i:2t)[:
fo fo2 dss-(1/2) [r+(+s)-r+()[ d+2 dss-(1+)
f? Ir+(:)[ 2 exp (i(sc+ s)2t isc2t) exp (-i(s+ s)2t + i2t)l2 d
2CIIr+(.)ll/2 dSS-(l+2a) [r+()lZ4sinZ ((+s)zt-Zt) d
<=I1+I2.
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It remains to estimate 12. Divide the outer integral at s 1.
I3=2 ds s-(1+2) Ir+()[24 sin2 ((s-+ 2s)t) d
S-(1+2c) ds < o.
14 8 ds s-1+2) Ir+()l2 sin2 ((s2 + 2s) t) d
-8 d, Ir+(,)l dss-(/sin((s+2s)t)=h+I,
where Is is the piece of the outer integral where I:1 <-- 1, and I6 is the rest.
h_-<8 d: Ir+(:)l dss-<+2(s+2s)2t2
8 d Ir+(,)l
since 0 < a < 1. Now
I 8 d Ir+()l ds s-(1+2 sin ((s2 + 2s)2t2) I7 +/,
1->1
where we have divided the integral at s I:1-1.
8 d Ir+()l ds s-(1+ sin2 ((s2 + 20))
11 1/l:l
=< 8 d r+(:)[ ds S -(l+2t)
l>-I /11
<-_8 (
since we know that r+()l:l L2().
/8-8 d: Ir+(:)l 2 dss-+2) sin2 ((s:+20)t)
1>_-1 ao
fl f 1/I,I +2a)$2(S 2=< 8 d r+(:)l = ds s-1 / 2:)z:1_->1 a0
Since 0<-_s<= 1/[:1 and Il > 1, we see that
/8_-<8 d: r+(sc)l2 dssl-2(3j
1_->1
--<36t2(1-c)
-
f d1+()1=11=
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
4. Solution of the Marchenko equation for t > 0. Here we obtain a function that
will be shown in 6 to be the solution to the initial value problem (1.1), (1.2), and we
establish some of its properties.
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We consider further the kernel f+(x, t) discussed in 3. For each real x and each
nonnegative t, let F, G’j, and ftx be the operators defined by
Ft[g](y) := F+(x + y + z, t)g(z) dz,
Gj[g](y) := f+j(x + y + z, t)g(z) dz,
J
ft[g](y) := Ft[g](y) + , Gtj[g](Y).
j=l
It can be shown that for each x the map
-
l is continuous from [0, ) into (L2(/))
with the operator norm topology. The map x f is continuous in the strong operator
topology, but not in the uniform topology. Note that (I+ftfO’)-a exists in L2(+)
with operator norm no larger than one because f’*f is positive and self-adjoint.
It is easy to check that the Marchenko equation
(4.1) O=B+(x,y,t)+O+(x+y,t) + O+(x+y+z,t)B+(x,z,t)dz
is equivalent to the system of equations
(4.2a) B+(x, y, t)=- a(x+y+ , )B/(x, z, ) dz,
(4.2b) a*+(x+y, t)= (+a’2a2)[/l(X,., )](y).
Thus we get solutions to (4.1) by setting
(4.3a) B+(x,., (I+a’2al-[a*(x +[. ],
and
(4.3b) B+.(x, t) =-f,[B+l(x,’,t)].
It is easy to check that the map (x, t) B/(x,., t) is continuous from x [0, o) into
L().
DEFINITION. The function that we shall eventually prove to be the solution of
our initial value problem for the cubic Schr/Sdinger equation is
(4.4) u(x, t):= u/(x, t):= -f*+(x, t)+ f*f[B+(x,., t)](0).
Observe that if g L(), then f[g](y) depends continuously on x, y, and t. Thus
[B+(x,., t)](y) is continuous in x, y, and can be evaluated at y =0.
For the rest of this section we derive some elementary properties of u(x, t).
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that Uo LI() f3 L-() and that Uo satisfies the generic
condition (2.12). Then the map u(x, t) is continuous from [0, ) into L2oc().
Proof We need to prove that for >=0, u(-, t) Loc(). The continuity follows
from the remarks above.
It is clear from the definition of +(x, t) that f*+(., t) L2(+). It will suffice to
show that the other term in u(x, t) is bounded on all half lines [a, ) in the x-axis. Now
If’*o’r .,..to+,(x,. t)](0)l < I+(x+w, t)llf[n+,(x, t)](w)l dw
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<= 1, we conclude from (4.3a) thatSince I1(I /n’*’)-’llo
To control the operator norm of
we check that
and that
J
f’= F-2i
11o < P(x, t) e
for a polynomial P and some positive c. Thus, finally, u(., t)
PROPOSXTON 4.2. Suppose that (1 +lxl)Uo L2()f-ILI() and Uo H() for
some a with < a. Then the map u(., t) is continuous from [0, ) into L2(+o).
Proof. Since we know that u(-, t) Loc for each t, it suffices to show that
u(-, t) L-([1, )). From (4.4) we have already seen that
In(x, t)[ _-< IlL(x, t)l / {lla/(" t)l]
The first term we know is in L([1, )). We also know that the operator norm is
bounded on [1, ). Now, using the propeaies of f+, we get
L2([x, + L2([x,))
{1 +4J} IIF+(. t)ll =(t,+EK(t) e-
Using Proposition 3.1, we find that liE+(. t)[I ==(t,
5. Uniqueness results. The inverse scattering method provides two candidates for
the solution to the initial value problem of this paper. One is
(5.1) u+(x, t):= -n+,(x, 0, t),
where B+ solves the right-side Marchenko equation
(5.2) B(x, y, t)+ a+(x + y, )+ a+(x +y+ z, t)B+(x, z, t) dz=O.
The other is
(5. u_(x, :=-(x, 0, ,
where B_ solves the left-side Marchenko equation
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In the KdV problem for > 0, the left-side Marchenko equation is far less tractable
than the right-side equation. In the cubic SchrSdinger equation problem, the two
Marchenko equations are both solvable for > 0, provided only that
(.5) Uo L’() fq L();
a+(’) has no zeros on the real axis.
THEOgEM 5.1. If uo satisfies (5.5), then
(5.6) u+(x, t) u_(x, t) for x I, > O.
Proof We first show that it suffices to establish the following identities:
a_l()6_(x, , t)=q+(x,, t)+r+(, t)6+(x, , t) forx>0(5.7)
and
(5.8) a-l()+(x, , t)= b_(x, , t)+ r_(, t)_(x, , t)
The proof of these identities is deferred.
By construction we know that
(5.9) Lu+[q+ ’q+,
(5.10)
From (5.10) with R and x> 0, we get
L,_[ 6-] :q-
From (5.7) and verification that Lu+[q+] +, we get
L.+[ q_] L.+[a+ff+ + b+q+]
a+L.+[q+] + b+L.+[+]
:(a+q+ + b+q+) solO_.
Thus,
for x <0.
0
O= L._[q_]- L.+[O_] -i (u_- u+) (u_-u+)]0
and set
o(X, y, t):= 7/"-1 go(x, , t)- 0 e
2u:y d.
Let go denote the right side of (5.11)"
go(x, , t):= m+(x, , t)+ r+(, t) e2i’m+(x, , t)
Now (5.7) is equivalent to
(5.11) m_(, t)/a+()= m+(x, , t)+ r+(, t) e2iXm+(x, , t).
Since
_
cannot vanish, u_ u+ for x > 0. By working with (5.8), we can show similarly
that u_ u+ for x < 0.
Proof of (5.7). Keep x > 0 and > 0 throughout. Recall that
a+(’, t)= a+(sr) and r+(sc, t)= r+(:) e2i2’.
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Thus
Co(X, y t) B+ (x, y, t) + []F+(x + y, t) +I B+(x, z t)F+(x + y + z, t)dz.
From the definitions and the Marchenko equation, we get
Co(x,y, t)=-[]G+(x+y, t)-I_oB+(x,z, t)G+(x+y+z, t)dz
2 + B+(x, z, t)f+:i(x +y+ z, t) dz
j= (x+y,t)
where
m(j)-I 1 + ()"[("- )"()e2.c*]f+j(x, t):= --2i i=oE Cm(j)_l_(t) a+() =j
Now keep y > 0, as well as x > 0. Recall that B+(x, z, t)= 0 when z < 0. Let fj(x, t)
be the result of cutting off f+j with the characteristic function of R+. Careful analysis
of f and contour integration in the manner of Tanaka [Ta] verifies that go is
meromorphic in the upper half plane, with poles exactly at the with orders re(j).
Introduce the new functions
too(X, , t):= a+()go(X, , t),
Oo(X, ’, t):= e-Xmo(X, , t).
We will show that mo m_; hence
Since the zeros of a+ kill off the poles of go, the function mo is holomorphic in
Indeed, a detailed analysis shows that
mo(x,, t)-[1,,] 6 the Hardy space H2+, provided that x> 0.
Setting
C(x,y, t):=
--l[mo(x ., t)- [10]](-y for y > 0,
we verify that
mo(X, t) [ lo] Io C(x, y, t) e-2iY dy.
To show that mo m_ it suffices to show that C B_. Since the left-hand Marchenko
equation (5.4) has a unique solution, it suffices to show that C satisfies (5.4).
Careful computation using the properties of a+, b+, and go leads to
(5.12) -m+(x, j, t)/a+(j)= rn(x, j, t)+ r_(j, t) e-2iXmo(x, , t).
Taking a Fourier transform and evaluating the integrals by contour integration, we get
J m+(x, ) eY 2i Res at ffj
j=l a+(sr)
C#(x, y, t)+ [;]fl_(x, z, t)+I C(x,,z, t)fl_(x + y+ z, t) dz_
{[1] I }= 0 f_(x+y, t)+ C(x, z, t)f_(x+y+z, t) dz
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We will show that the jth terms of the sums are equal in order to conclude that C
solves (5.4). It turns out that it suffices to prove that
(5.13)
..@(+)(x, ), t): E c,--al.b(oX)(x, , t) for all ah-----O with 0 < ce < m(j)- 1.
Here the superscripts (a) and (A) denote orders of differentiation with respect to r.
Because of the conditions
Cj, z,_A Cj,A_
x= ifr< ,,
on the normalizing chains, (5.13) is equivalent to the identity
1 (+(x, ,(5.14) ltp(oV)(x, ’j, t)= c+_ _-=-: t).3’! 8=0
Finally, the verification of (5.14) is a straightforward argument based on (5.12).
The proof of (5.8) is similar.
POpOSTON 5.2. If Uo H() and (l+lx)Uo L() Li() for an with
< < , then the map u(., t) is continuous from [0, ) into L($) L4($).
Proo Here we use the representation (4.4) to show that the map u(., t) is
continuous from [0, ) into L($+) L4($+). The proof for the other half-line is similar
and uses Theorem 5.1.
It follows from Proposition 3.1 that the maps + F+(., t) and +(., t) are
continuous from [0, ) into H" ($+). By the Sobolev theorem, H($+) is continuously
included in L($+)L4($+), and thus tO(., t) maps [0, ) continuously into
L2(+) L4(+).
We already know from the proof of Proposition 4.2 that the map t
Ot*+Ox[B+(x,,., t)](0) is continuous from [0, ) into L2($+), and we know from the
proof of Proposition 4.1 that this map is continuous from [0, ) into L($+).
6. Verification that u solves the problem. In this section we show that the function
u(x, t):= -B+(x, O, t) constructed in 4 solves the cubic SchdSdinger equation (1.1) in
the sense that
(6.1) II u(x, t){io,+qx+lulq} dxdt--O for all p e C( x [0, oo)).
We already know that the initial condition (1.2) is satisfied in the sense that
(6.2) u(., t)--> Uo(" in Loc(R) as t--> 0/.
Return to r+(:), the reflection coefficient ofthe initial profile Uo(X). From Corollary
2.12, it follows that if Uo LI(R) f’l L2(R) f’l H"(R) for 1/4< a < 1/2, then r/ L2(R) f’l Co(R)
and It follows further that r+ L3/2(R). By cutting off and convolving
with an appropriate approximate identity, we can obtain a sequence {rn(:): n N} in
C(R) such that
and
rn --> r+ in Le (R) as n --> +oe for p , 2, and oe.
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Now set
These F, all satisfy
F,(x, t):= 7r-1 I_ r,(k) e2ik2’+2ikx dk.
(6.3) iFt-1/2Fxx =0;
they all evolve in L2(R); and at =0,
Fn(’, 0)= -l[r,]--> -l[r+] F/(., 0) in L2(R) as n--> +.
But the initial value problem for (6.3) is well posed in L2(E), so we also have
Fn(’, t)--> F/(., t) in L2() as n--> for each -> 0.
Finally note that
and that
Fn(x, t)= :-l[rn(k) exp (4ik2t)]
Ilrn(k) exp (4ik:t)llLR <-
Define kernels fin(x, t) by
J
fin(x, t)= Fn(x, t)-2i Ef+j(x, t),
where the f+j(x, t) are the functions defined in (3.3b).
We define operators on L(+) by
F,[g](y) F(x+y+a t)g(z)
J
a,[g](y) := Fmx-2i aj,
where the G were defined in 4.
Tanaka, in [Ta], has shown that smooth solutions to (1.1) are obtained by setting
u,(x,t)=-B,(x,O,t),
where B, solves
t B(6.4) (I+,,.)[ ,(x,. t)]=(x+, t)
The remainder of this section shows how these smooth solutions u, converge to u as
LEMMA 6.1. B,(x, ", t) B+(x, ", t) in L2(+) as n +, uniformly for x X and
0 < Tfor any positive X and
oof The proof is straightforward.
PROPOSIXOy 6.2. As n +, u, u weakly; i.e.,
f u(x,t)(x,t)dxdt u(x,t)(x,t)dxdt forallC(x[O,)).
Proo This proof is also straightforward.
THEOREM 6.3. If UO LI L2 H for < a, then u is a weak solution of (1.1),
(1.2) in tO.
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Proof Consider a q from C(Rx[0, oo)). Since the u, are smooth classical
solutions of (1.1) and evolve in Schwartz class 5e, we get
0 u iu,,,t q--u,,,x, + lu.12u c dx dt
for each n and each in C(N x [0, )). In light of Proposition 6.2 we get
It remains to show that
(6.5) i ululdxd, ulu,dxdt.
Set
and
Thus,
and
t*
,/I/[,,(x, t)= l),,,xD, tn,x[B,,(x,., t)](0)
J/t(x, t) ’*:,,Ox[B(x,’,t)](O).
u,,(x, t)= J//, (x, t)+ l).*(x, t)
u(x, t)= J//(X, t) +l’+*(x, t).
To prove (6.5) it suffices to prove that
ulul
-
ulul=-, 0 in Loc(R x [0, oo)).(6.6)
Now
ulul2- ulul2= (Un U)IUnI=+ U(IuIz- [ul=)
(U U)I UI + U(I UI- lul)(lu[ + lul)-
lulul=- ulul=l lu ul + 31un ul=lul + 31u ul lul =.
Pick any compact interval I [a, b] in the x-axis.
I 13 (Iab [3 )2/3(Ia )1/3lu.-u dx+3 lu-u dx uladx
(Ib )l/3(Ib )2/3+3 lu,-ul3dx lul3dx
It will suce to show that u, u 0 in Lo(N) uniformly on any compact time interval
[0, T]. Now
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We already know that M,-M 0 in L(R x [0, oo)). It remains to have F,- F 0 in
L3(t) uniformly in t. By the Hausdorff-Young inequality, we get
liE.(’, t)-f,(’, t)ll(m-II-’[r(’, t)-r+(.,
I]{r.(k)- r+(k)} ea’k3tllL3/(m
IIr.(k)-
We know that r,(k) r+(k) in L3/a(). Thus F,(., t)-F(., t)O in L3() uniformly
in t.
7. Examples of iitial ata satisfyi$ the Several hypotheses of the existence
iqeess theorem. In this section we consider the problem (1.1), (1.2) with initial
data of the form
otherwise,
where A is a nonzero constant and X is positive. In order to apply the general theorem
we need to compute the Jost functions for uo as potential in (1.4), determine when the
(2.12) is satisfied, and determine the regularity of uo.
The scattering problem is
0, u i,
,+ u* i.
The boundary conditions determining the Jost functions + and
_
are
[+l]+j [e] asx+m’, [:::] [e] asx-m.
We now compute +. It is easy to see that
+(x, ) throughout X < x < +.
e
In 0 < x < X, the scattering ordinary differential equations become
whence
and
q,,,x + {[A[2 + .2} ,, 0.
For the moment, restrict attention to s . Let --/]A[2+ :2. We will see that it
is not necessary to resolve the sign ambiguity in the square root. Writing
I+ am eix +bm e-isx
and matching boundary conditions at x X, we find that
tp+(x, :)=a e’ex (x- X)[sin [M(x- X)]]sO(x-X)
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and
+2(x, :)= e’ex cos [M(x-X)]+eiex [sin [(x-X)]](x-X)
Note that both I//+l and q+2 are, in fact, functions of d; therefore, both are well
defined despite any sign ambiguity in .
Now in x < 0, Uo(X)= 0 and q/l, q/ must have the form
@+(x, )= eitx,
1+2(X )= O eiX.
Matching boundary conditions at x 0, we find that
a e’X[cos (MX)- i sin (MX)/M],
-A eiX sin (X)/M.
Now the scattering coefficients a+(:) and b+(:) are defined by_
a+_# + b+g,+.
It is easy to see that
if x<0.
Thus we can determine a+ and b+ from a and/3"
It also turns out to be easy to confirm that I1=/ I1=- 1 for all real :. The following
results are now immediate.
PROPOSITION 7.1.
(i) The only possible real zero of a+() is = O.(ii) Unless AX is an odd multiple of r/2, a+() has no real zeros at all.
Observe that
Uo(X) eH(IR) foralla withO<a<1/2
and
Ixl uo e L:() CI L’() for 0 <-- a.
Thus by the existence and uniqueness results of 5 and 6, we get the following.
THEOREM 7.2. Let Uo be a function of the form
Uo(X)={oA when O < x < X,otherwise,
where X > 0 and 0 A R. IfAX is not an odd multiple of 7r/2, then there is a solution
of (1.1), (1.2) in the sense of the theorem stated in the Introduction.
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